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NEW and HOT!

Our oiled and uncharred CEDART line!

We specialize in interior and exterior high-end cedar claddings.
Our company is a pioneer in this field in Canada. We favour
local cedar (Eastern White and Western Red),
a widely renowned construction material used for its
rot-proof, as well as insect and weather-resistant properties.

w i th o u t
o r w ith ma in te n an c e

OILED UNCHARRED
SAINT-GERMAIN,
FINGER JOINTED, BRUSHED & SEALED

The beauty of cedar enhances with age

SUS TAI NABLE SOLUT IO N

CAYAKI

All cedar planks are unique just like your project. Applying oil to wood’s knots creates unique patterns. Over time, these
patterns might turn to gray depending on their exposure to the elements (sun, rain, wind, ice, etc.). This is not a flaw, but
nature that expresses itself beautifully...
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BLACK CLAY

WHITE CLAY

YELLOWSTONE

NATURAL

SEALED

SEALED

SEALED

SEALED
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SAINT-GERMAIN

AGING AGENT, BRUSHED & SEALED
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If someone told you they found a UV, weather, rot and insect resistant, exterior and interior

cladding material for your new modern architectural project that is also low maintenance and
ecological, you would probably think it sounds ‘‘too good to be true!’’ What product could have all
these amazing qualities? Don’t look any further, it’s Cedar!

e c o lo g i c a l Oile d bl ack cl ay

Durability – With an estimated lifespan of 80 years cedar
is part of the current environmental sensitivity. Indeed,
the phenols and thuyaplicin present in the cedar naturally
repel insects, prevent the establishment of fungi and even
the infiltration of water.

Natural Ecological Aging – Cedart naturally ages to
gray. The two layers of oil we apply protect the finish while
enhancing the wood’s texture. In addition,
the ‘‘patterns’’ around the veins give the wood a very
harmonious and artistic feel.
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Stability – Unlike other soft coniferous woods, cedar
is one of great stability, and has therefore less
tendency than other species to twist, crack or warp.
The shape of the finished product remains therefore
the same for several decades.

BLACK CLAY

As Needed Maintenance of Color – Colors are affected
differently by UV rays. If needed wash with water and
apply a coat of original oil (no stripping required!).

Ecological / High Resistant Covering
Consumers, designers, architects and contractors are
increasingly aware of the need to choose “responsible”
materials.
Our CEDART product line is an ecological and
sustainable solution to your needs/projects.
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YELLOWSTONE

Modern architecture embraces the idea that wood can achieve high levels of performance while
offering sustainable benefits that homeowners are now demanding in their building design.

e c o lo g i c a l Oile d ce dart !
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WHITE CLAY
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LINÉAIRE ÉCOCONSTRUCTION/photo: Stéphane Bourgeois
Eastern White Cedar
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Application : interior and exterior claddings
Species : Western red cedar / Eastern white cedar
Profiles : Square / V-joint
Finish : Oiled, UV protection
Finger jointed (when available)
Long lasting projects that contribute to the global CO2 balance.
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LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

Each kg of wood produced in the forest captures 1.8 kg of CO2. Thus, when you choose a
wood CLADDing from a well managed forest, a material that stores biogenic carbon, you
are helping to reduce the emission of CO2 in the atmosphere.

The Semoir ensures, to the various schools that request, an eco-educational workshop for their students.
We contribute to this initiative in the face of climate challenges.
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